CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

5.1 Conclusions

Based on the analysis of the data, there are some important points are concluded, as the following:

1. The function of code-mixing in Trans-Gender language in Medan is communication strategy, expression of community and personality and style. Identity marketing and clarification are not found in the data.

2. The type insertion of code-mixing for Trans-Gender language in Medan is four from six type insertions. They are word, phrase, reduplication and clause insertion. Hybrid clause and idiom insertions are not occur in the data.

3. The factors of Trans-Gender in Medan mix the language because speaker partner and situation. The other factors, such as bilingual or multilingual prestige, absence of vocabulary and quoting are not found in Trans-Gender language in Medan.

5.2 Suggestions

In accordance with this research, some important suggestions are required as the following:

1. Since the study was conducted in 60 days, the longitudinal research dealing with code-mixing used in Trans-Gender language is significantly conducted.
2. Code-mixing is sociolinguistics phenomenon. Which is naturally occur in every communication. Speakers should not frequently used code-mixing to avoid misunderstanding in communication.

3. Sociolinguistics is a really large aspect, find out new phenomena to add sociolinguistics aspect and rise up newest finding.